The use of a Pappelina rug has no limits! It’s decorative, non-slip, soft, reversible, indoor and
outdoor compliant giving excellent grip on hard surfaces as well as being perfect on heated
floors.
A Pappelina rug is a non-absorbent hygienic rug that does not hold dust, making it ideal for
people with allergies and asthma as well as environments where cleanliness is of great
importance.
The rugs can be placed indoor as well as outdoor. A Pappelina rug has an extremely high sun
and UV resistance. The rugs have been tested for colour fastness according to the
international standardization ISO 105-A05 with the result of a 4 in a scale of 1 to 5, where 5
is the highest score. For places with extreme heat, we recommend rugs with a hemmed
edge.
Pappelina rugs are water resistant and will dry within 60 minutes, which means it’s perfect
for any room - kitchens, hallways, entrances, office spaces, bathrooms, kids’ rooms and
outdoor spaces.
Care Information:
Hand or machine wash cold at 30°C, or simply rinse with water or clean with a damp cloth.
The rugs are easy to vacuum, mop or to clean outside with a regular or high-pressure hose.
Important to use a suitable washing machine, rule of thumb: size up to 250cm long in width
60/70 cm in a washing machine with minimum capacity 6 kg. PVC is a 100% colour fast
material which will not fade when washing or cleaning the rugs, even when using
detergents.
To get out any creases when you first purchase your rug, unfold the rug on a flat, hard
surface and walk on the creases to straighten them. If you have a round pole of some sort,
then roll the rug tightly onto the pole. You can also roll the rug tightly without a pole. If
possible, let the rug lay in a rolled-up state for at least 12-24 hours. If you have floor
heating, place the rug on that floor and the creases will magically disappear. Please make
sure not to fold the edge on rugs with a welded edge.
Why do Pappelina choose to make rugs in plastic? Is really a good sustainable choice?
Plastic is a material that has been very debated over the past few years. First, it is important
to distinguish between disposable plastics, plastics manufactured with unapproved raw
materials and other plastics such as ours. Pappelina only use certified phthalate free and
non-toxic PVC, manufactured in Sweden, approved by REACH®. By purchasing Swedishmade raw material, they can meet their high-quality standards and guarantee that the rugs
do not contain any harmful substances. The plastic they use is approved for use in the food
industry and to produce toys in both the EU and the US. A Pappelina rug has a long-life span,
and you can enjoy your rug for many years to come if you handle it properly, which is
important from a sustainability perspective.
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